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abut Touch or lean on.
Masonry may crumble where a roof abuts it.

adjoin Be in direct physical contact with; make contact.
To them were adjoined branches of trees.

aide Someone who acts as assistant.
A presidential aide.

bevel Cut a bevel on shape to a bevel.
Bevel the surface.

bluntness Without sharpness or clearness of edge or point.
The bluntness of a Yorkshireman.

dice Play dice.
Cut the meat into dice.

edge Provide with an edge.
The cliff edge.

facet
Any of the individual units (ommatidia) that make up the compound eye of
an insect or crustacean.
A blue and green jewel that shines from a million facets.

flank A cut of meat from the flank of an animal.
Cherry red sofas flanked the enormous fireplace.

fling The act of flinging.
Fling the frisbee.

incline An inclined surface connecting two levels.
He was inclined to accept the offer.

lateral Involving lateral thinking.
Lateral lemniscus.

laterally In a way that involves lateral thinking.
Use slide steps to move laterally.
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lean Cause to lean or incline.
He leaned his rifle against the wall.

left On or to the left side.
Jab with your left.

marginal
(of a parliamentary or council seat) held by a small majority and therefore
at risk in an election.
Marginal industries.

mutable Tending to undergo genetic mutuation.
The mutable nature of fashion.

nearby Not far away; close.
His four sisters live nearby.

perpendicular Perpendicular position or direction.
Houses seem to cling by blind faith to the perpendicular hillside.

quadrilateral A four-sided figure.

reversible
(of a reaction) occurring together with its converse, and so yielding an
equilibrium mixture of reactants and products.
A reversible duvet cover.

revocable Capable of being revoked or cancelled.
A revocable order.

revoke The mistake of not following suit when able to do so.
The men appealed and the sentence was revoked.

stoop Bend one’s back forward from the waist on down.
The eagle stooped on the mice in the field.

tend Have a tendency or disposition to do or be something be inclined.
She tends to the children.

throw An act of throwing something.
Throw accusations at someone.

tilt
A combat between two mounted knights tilting against each other with
blunted lances.
Pans and tilts.

toss
The action of tossing a coin as a method of deciding which team has the
right to make a particular decision at the beginning of a game.
Tempest tossed and shipwrecked mariners.

verge Be very close or similar to.
They came down to the verge of the lake.

yaw Swerve off course momentarily.
The yawing motion of the ship.
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